/ a , l -« , y ; 1
U2
This formula was given by Whipple [3] . If Hs a positive integer, 2. Integrals. The first of the integrals to be proved is
where I a n d n are positive integers,
To prove this, consider first the case p = q -0, noting that
Now expand in powers of 1/z and integrate term by term, so obtaining 00 ( -/ {<x + tl, P -cc)F(-n, jS, « + tl; a + j 8 -p -n + l, p + « ; 1).
On applying (5) and from this, on generalising, (6) is obtained.
The following integrals (7), (8) and (9) can be derived in the same way from formulae (2), (3) and (4) i^ote. The condition |amp z\ < n in (6), (7), (8) and (9) can be replaced by the following wider conditions. Iip<q + l,z^O; if p = q + l, \z\ > 1; ifp><7 + l, |amp z\ <i{p-q + l)7T.
Appendix. The formula /a, p, y ; IN _ /ia, ij8, y ; 1\ *U«+i/s+i2y J "'Ui8+^+4.y+i / '
where i?(y -fa -1)3) > -f, can be derived from the formula
